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Community Liaison Committee  
Meeting No. 12 

19 May 2020 
Minutes 

 
Date:   Tuesday 19 May 2020 
 
Venue:   Via video conference 
 
Attendees:  Peter Gordon (PG), Chairperson 
 

David Taylor (DT), General Manager, Asset Investment & Development 
Kalin Ivanov (Kalin), Patons Lane Site Manager 
Diana Forrester (DF), Community Liaison 
Elizabeth Picker (EP), Community Liaison 
Michael Middleton (MM), Penrith City Council 
Vince Azzopardi (VA), Resident 

 
Virtual Site Visit: 

Prior to the meeting commencing, DT conducted a virtual site visit through the recycling centre.  The tour included 
a review of the end to end process which includes: 

1. The first section is a conveyor belt near a wash plant and large control board. The wash plant washes the 
waste.  

2. The is followed by a log washer. DT explained that effectively material goes up, it’s washed with water 
and then drops down onto a conveyor. A band magnet picks up and recovers any remaining metal objects.  

3. Next a conveyor belt moves the waste up and over to the vibrating machine which sizes aggregates.  
4. A series of conveyor belts then move the waste through more sizing machines. 
5. The next set of machines clean material that has been separated, the waste then travels down onto a belt 

and passes through a ballistic separator, there is four of these. They clean aggregate.  
6. The final process sends the waste across an optical sorter which uses an air blower to complete the sorting 

process.  
7. Lastly, the conveyor belt takes material to the storage yards.  

DT explained they are producing sand, recovered timbers for mulching and a range of other things. General 
discussion about how clean and tidy the plant is. DT explained it is new equipment but it is cleaned frequently. DT 
explained a lot of machines in the facility capture dust.   
 

MM commented this plant is very different compared to the site at Auburn and he asked if the plant at Auburn 
accepts different waste. DT explained the Auburn plant accepts mixed waste. DT explained all materials that come 
to Patons Lane have been separated at previous sites like Auburn and then arrive at Patons Lane to get any last 
pieces of waste out and to produce cleaner, more commercially sought-after products. DT said Patons Lane is a 
secondary facility in their overall network so the quality of material is much higher. DT confirmed no skip bin trucks 
deliver to Patons lane and it is an internal facility only.  
 

VA commented that the facility looks very clean but it’s still quite new. DT confirmed they have a fairly diligent 
cleaning program. Controls and electricals don’t like high volumes of dust. VA asked how many staff operate the 
plant. DT confirmed four to five people on a full-time basis operate the plant. 
 

ACTION ITEM: DT to circulate photos of the site for members. 
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1. Apologies:    

Tony Maltese (TM), Resident  
Dirk Kurver (DK), Resident 
Mark George (MG), Resident 
Ben Attard (BA), Resident 
Richard Battersby (RB), Resident 

 

2. Declaration of pecuniary or other interests:  No change.  
 

3. Confirmation of the minutes of the previous meeting:  
The minutes for the 11th meeting were agreed out of session and are on the website.  

 

4. Business arising from previous minutes: N/A 
ACTION ITEMS:  

o DT to circulate photos of the site for members  
o Letterbox delivery of the newsletter to be done before next CLC meeting 
o EP to resend the April Electronic Direct Mail to MM 
o DF to update the committee on potential new engagement activities. 
o DT to provide a noise and water presentation at the next CLC meeting 
o DF to email members with a hyperlink to new reports once uploaded 
o DT to report on recycling efficiency impact on void filling timeline once site is operational 

 

5. Correspondence to the CLC 
No formal correspondence to report. 

  

6. Matters raised by community representatives and local government 
VA questioned whether any dust/noise complaints had occurred and if they’ve been recorded.  DF and KI 
confirmed there had been no noise or dust complaints about the operation at Patons Lane, only some concerns 
about the traffic delays due to the works on Luddenham Road last year. 

  

7. Company reports and overview of activities:  
a) Operational Issues 
• General discussion about how much material has gone into the hole. 
• DT explained management is happy with the facility. DT went on to say they have been landfilling and there 

is a limit they have to adhere to. Due to the type of material arriving to the site, they have achieved high 
recovery rates, generally above 80 - 85%. DT commented that if they had more mixed waste, like the site at 
Auburn or Eastern Creek, they wouldn’t have recovery rates as high.  

• DT said the first stage of the cell they have been filling is reaching its limit and they are required to increase 
the level of the wall lining. They will line with clay and geo-textile membranes at 4m high lifts. DT confirmed 
they are approaching this stage now.  

• DT explained the landfill in more detail – from the original base it was lined up to 4m height. The new area is 
a small area in the north west corner of the site.  They will now line the next level to continue on for another 
4m. DT confirmed they have landfilled 50,000 tonnes since July 2019, he explained it is less than what they 
expected, with 205,000 tonnes the limit on an annual basis. Patons Lane is only at 50,000 at the moment for 
a lot of different reasons. BINGO also now has the Eastern Creek facility so they look at these in totality and 
use facilities in conjunction with each other.  

• DT confirmed there is more maintenance happening, he explained getting the balance right on overall 
performance is quite a delicate process that requires a lot of fine tuning so there are still of few things to 
tweak to achieve the last 1% in product quality they are seeking, but he reaffirmed BINGO is very happy with 
the performance of the plant to date. 
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b) Issues arising from site inspections: N/A 

 
c) Monitoring and environmental performance: 
• PG asked DT how the noise monitoring is going. DT confirmed the noise monitoring is still in place and there 

has been no noise or dust complaints via the project hotline. DT explained there are some issues with 
uploading the noise and dust monitoring reports to website.  

• VA commented there was a period of time he thought the operation had ceased and that he couldn’t hear 
anything, but then it fired up again. VA said the noise was not excessive, but it was like the operation ceased. 
DT confirmed the project did not cease, but it does fluctuate from time to time and it depends on the 
construction jobs that are on, if there are a lot of construction jobs, more waste is received so activity 
fluctuates on the site.  

• PG asked VA to describe what he hears. VA said it was mostly just civil work like an excavator. DT suggested 
that would have been the activity in the landfill itself. DT said it could have been when they were removing 
clay from site. The clay from the site will be used for brick laying operations. 

• VA asked whether the water quality was sustained with the large amount of rainfall they had recently and 
asked how they deal with it. DT asked VA if he remembered the dams the CLC had viewed on a previous site 
visit and explained they had all performed extremely well. DT went on to say that when they discharge the 
water it has been within the right standards – and they have let the HAZDAM operate. 

• DT confirmed that next week they will remove the clean silt from the bottom so it can continue its good 
performance for the next rain fall. PG asked DT where they put the silt. KI said it is spread around the site 
because it is not from the landfill, it is the run off from the bundwall. VA questioned if there could be a slight 
issue with asbestos – if the water is caught off the bundwall and there was residue of asbestos. DT said there 
is a very low risk of that because where there was some asbestos in the bunds they were capped with a dense 
clay liner. The run off is coming off the top, not picking up any potential asbestos contamination.  

• PG asked if the EPA visit Patons Lane unannounced. DT confirmed yes, they do. They’ve visited twice 
unannounced. PT asked how long they stayed on site? KI confirmed approximately one hour because they go 
around the whole site. VA asked if they do an audit and provide it to the DPIE.  DT explained they do it on 
their own. DT went on to discuss the consent requirements.  

 
d) Community complaints and response to complaints: N/A 

 
e) Questions or requests for information from the community 
• MM asked how the vegetation planning is going and if they have started to cover the top of the bunds, 

commenting he recalled they had been collecting seeds. KI confirmed they have the seeds and are waiting for 
the colder season to do the planting. They plan to spread the seed, on the northern and eastern bunds, in the 
next few weeks. DT added that some vegetation has occurred under the Landscape Management Plan – 
noxious weeds etc. DT explained that it’s not as green as he would like and that it has been a challenge with 
kangaroos eating the seeds.  

• MM asked if they have had any concerns about vehicles not coming into the site from the right direction. KI 
confirmed absolutely not, the transport companies are aware that they cannot take the right turn. DT was 
not aware of any complaints. PG congratulated DT on the traffic/truck movements.  

• VA asked if there has been any discussion on the extension of the life of the site in regards to landfill. DT 
confirmed there has been no discussions about an extension to the project’s life.   

 
f) Information provided to the community and any feedback 
• DF confirmed an electronic newsletter had been distributed and a posted community newsletter is in the 

process of being organised.  DF also confirmed targeted Facebook surrounding the area is also in the works.  
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• DF explained how Covid-19 had impacted the ability to deliver a letterbox drop. VA suggested a letterbox drop 
could be of benefit, especially to neighbours who are likely to respond. VA asked why the newsletter drop 
didn’t happen. EP provided reasons, including the printer closing down during COVID which also stopped his 
letterbox distribution process. MM asked when was the Electronic Direct Mail circulated. EP confirmed it was 
sent out on the 7th of May. MM did not receive it. ACTION ITEM: EP to resend the April Electronic Direct Mail 
To MM. 

• ACTION ITEM: Letterbox delivery of the newsletter to be completed before next CLC meeting.  
• DT explained BINGO is looking at ways to improve their community engagement at Patons Lane. There has 

been internal discussions regarding sponsoring local community groups, potential educational activities and 
the idea of an open day etc. DF to update the committee on potential new engagement activities. ACTION 
ITEM: DF to update the committee on potential new engagement activities. 

• PG requested DT provide a presentation on noise and water at the next meeting. ACTION ITEM: DT to provide 
a noise and water presentation at the next CLC meeting.   

 
8. General business 

• General discussion about the next CLC meeting to occur onsite. DT suggested it is likely possible to 
undertake a site visit at the next meeting. Discussion about hosting a BBQ for CLC members.  

 
Next meeting: Wednesday 14th October 2020 at 6pm, preceded by a site inspection at 5:30pm.  
 

The meeting closed at 7pm. 
 


